


Great vintage cycle tour 
 

The Barr region is the home of 8 Great Vintage Wines. Discover the production sites on a bike tour through typical 
villages and breathtaking landscapes. 

Departure and arrival: Tourist Office, Place de l'Hôtel de Ville, Barr 

Duration: 2h30 (without break)  Distance: 27,5 km  Difficulty: intermediate 

From Barr to Blienschwiller   

 Follow the Eurovélo 5 via Mittelbergheim, Andlau, Itterswiller, Nothalten. 

Blienschwiller 

 At the entrance to Blienschwiller, leave the path through the vineyards to join the D35 (wine road). 
 At the next crossroads, follow the street opposite to reach the vineyards again.  
 After the winery “Domaine Frey”, turn right and then left to join the D35.  
 Follow the D35 a few hundred metres uphill. 

Dambach-la-Ville 

 After the bend in the road, turn right onto the path marked with a yellow disc.   
 After the Notre Dame chapel, turn right onto the D35 to enter Dambach-la-Ville. 
 After the fortified town gate, turn right into Rue du Général de Gaulle. 
 After discovering the Place du Marche, keep to the left to join the D35.  
 Go back to Blienschwiller. 
 At the crossroads at the exit of the village, follow the D203 towards Epfig. 

Epfig 

 After the rue des Romains, turn right into the rue du Vignoble, then left into the rue du Castel, extended by 
the rue des Juifs. 

 After passing the public garden “parc du Château”, turn right, then left onto the D335. 
 Follow the first street on you right (rue du Stade) to arrive in the vineyards 

Saint-Pierre 

 Cross the D98, follow rue du Lusthausel opposite.  
 Cross the D142. 
 After the church, turn left into rue des Erables,  

From Saint-Pierre to Barr   

 Follow the green signposts to the crossroads of Barr station. 
 After the level crossing, turn right  

 

 

 

 

 


